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interactive translation on-use-off results in a 10x slow-down

Status
• Open

Subject
interactive translation on-use-off results in a 10x slow-down

Version
5.x

Category
• Error
• Usability

Feature
i18n (Multilingual, l10n, Babelfish)

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Gergely

Lastmod by
Gergely

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) 7

Description
Toggle interactive translation on.
Translation bar with the check box always makes the page load >10x slower. The page is loaded in 4 sec, but it still does something for 40+ seconds. Thereafter, the translation bar is loaded.
It is quite annoying so one tries to
Toggle interactive translation off.
It does not show that bar anymore. However, you still need to wait for the extra 40 seconds. Highly annoying.

TW5.0Beta1

Solution
Is it present in 5.1 / trunk?

Importance
8

Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version:  trunk ▼

Ticket ID
3544
unchecking everything on tiki-admin.php?page=i18n also did not help
all pages are stuck

clicked here and there to get back the old performance

there is a clear cache call, I saw, executed on turning off the interactive translation.
It was not the issue, because I loaded pages multiple times and that did not help.
Turning on and off the interactive translation again helped, magically.
At the first time, I might turned it off with the check-box on. On the second time, I surely did not.